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Types of Intellectual Property

• Trade Secrets – information that derives value from being secret; can include ideas;
no registration requirement.

• Patents – an exclusive right to exploit an invention or improvement (can be either a
product or a process) for a specific period of time; must be novel, non-obvious and
useful

• Copyrights – original works of authorship fixed in tangible form; only protects the
form of expression, not underlying ideas

• Trademarks – a name, symbol or product design that distinguishes the goods or
services of one enterprise from another (requires secondary meaning to enforce)

• Related legal areas: false advertising, right of privacy, defamation, non-competes
and other employment-related restrictions and issues
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Clashing Public Policies in IP Law

• Encouraging, rewarding and protecting invention, creation &
hard work

• Versus freedom and fair competition

• In the non-compete arena, there’s
the additional clash between
sanctity of contract versus employee
mobility
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Where Trade Secrets Fit In

• Other forms of IP protection were long ago Federalized; trade secret
protection, until the passage of the DTSA in 2016, had been a creature of
state law

• Trade secret protection appeals to businesses because of its broad scope
and ease of claiming protection

• All businesses, from “ma and pa” to high-tech companies, own trade
secrets

• Trade secret law intersects with many other areas of law, including
property, contract, tort, criminal and employment
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Trade Secrets at a High Level

• Secrecy is at the heart of trade secret law. Thus, information that is “readily
ascertainable” is generally not protectable.  Although trade secrets can be
kept completely private by the owner, that’s usually not realistic from a
business standpoint.  They need to be disclosed at least to employees and
often others to exploit.  Trade secret law seeks to promote sharing of
information without sacrificing protection.

• In addition, to be a protectable trade secret the information must (1) have
value because of its secrecy and (2) be subject to reasonable precautions
to maintain secrecy.

• The highly fact-driven, policy-laden nature of trade secret law makes it
both interesting and hard to predict outcomes.
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Contexts in Which Trade Secret Issues Arise

• Company contracts, procedures and policies

• Hiring  and recruiting employees

• Departing employees

• Technology licensing, joint
ventures, distribution arrangements
and other business combinations

• M&A due diligence

• Economic espionage and hacking
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Sources of Trade Secret Protection

• Defend Trade Secrets Act

• Uniform Trade Secrets Act (only NY hasn’t adopted)

• Restatement of Torts

• Restatement 3d of Unfair Competition

• Economic Espionage Act (criminal only)

• Computer Fraud & Abuse Act

• Other Federal and State criminal
statutes

• Contracts and common law
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The Defend Trade Secrets Act

• Signed into law May 2016 (passed almost unanimously by Congress)

• Ostensible purpose: greater uniformity.  Real purpose: better “defend” the trade
secrets of American companies from foreign misappropriation

• Substance - especially definitions of “trade secret” and “misappropriation” and
remedies – almost identical to UTSA

• No pre-emption of state law

• Civil, ex parte seizure expressly authorized

• Limit on injunctive relief

• Immunity for lawful disclosure

• Attorney’s fees and exemplary damages
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Key Provisions of Both DTSA and UTSA

• Prohibit “misappropriation” of “trade secrets”

• “Trade secrets” must be secret and not readily ascertainable, derive value
from secrecy AND be subject to reasonable efforts to maintain secrecy

• “Misappropriation” is:

- Acquisition by “improper means” (e.g., theft, bribery, misrepresentation,
breach of confidential relationship, espionage); OR

- Unauthorized disclosure or use of a trade secret

• Remedies: injunctive relief, actual and unjust enrichment damages,
reasonable royalty, attorney’s fees, exemplary damages

• No contract required to maintain action

• Preservation of secrecy during litigation

• Limitations period – three years
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What is a Trade Secret?

• UTSA definition
1. Information, including a formula,

pattern, compilation, program device,
method, technique, or process; that

2. Derives economic value from not
being generally known to and not
readily ascertainable by others; and

3. Is the subject of efforts reasonable
under the circumstances to maintain
secrecy

• DTSA definition is very similar
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Restatement Six Factor Test (still cited, especially in NY)

• Extent to which information is known outside business

• Extent to which information is known inside business

• Extent of effort to safeguard information

• Value of information

• Investment to develop information

• Ease with which
information could be
lawfully acquired or
duplicated
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The Economic Value of Trade Secrets
Top Damages Awards – Trade Secrets Litigation (US)

E. I. duPont de Nemours and Co. v. Kolon Industries, Inc. and Kolon USA, Inc. $919,990,000 Virginia (Eastern) 2011

Epic Systems Corporation v. Tata Consultancy Services Limited and

Tata American International Corp.
$420,000,000 Wisconsin (Western) 2017

Cadence Design Systems, Inc. v. Avanti Corp., et al. $265,000,000 California (Northern) 2002

Bancorp Services, LLC v. Hartford Life Insurance, et al. $118,338,000 Missouri (Eastern) 2002

X-IT Products, LLC v. Walter Kidde Portable Equipment, Inc. $116,000,000 Virginia (Eastern) 2002

Brocade Communications Systems, Inc. v. A10 Networks, Inc. $112,373,822 California (Northern) 2013

Texas Advanced Optoelectronic Solutions, Inc. v. Intersil Corp. $88,856,662 Texas (Eastern) 2015

Mattel, Inc. v. MGA Entertainment, Inc. $88,500,000 California (Central) 2011

Alphamed Pharmaceuticals Corp. v. John, Jarrett, Noreen, and Darren Lezdey $78,000,001 Florida (Southern) 2006

XpertUniverse, Inc. v. Cisco Systems, Inc. $70,034,383 Delaware 2014

Farm Bureau Life Insurance Co. v. American National Insurance $69,934,214 Utah 2009
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Trade secrets are in 

every business unit 



Best Practices

Identify 

■ Raise awareness

■ Identify trade secrets 

Protect Enforce

■ General principle

■ Enact corporate policies

■ Physical security

■ IT security

■ Contractual obligations

■ Training & information

■ Documentation

■ Enforce corporate policies

■ Litigation and government 

enforcement



Best Practices

Identify 

■ Raise awareness
■ Formulas

■ Manufacturing

processes

■ Business plans

■ Customer lists

■ Contractual details

■ Salaries

■ Supply sources

■ Revenues

Protect Enforce



Best Practices

Identify 

■ Raise awareness

■ Identify trade secrets
■ Inventory trade

secrets

■ Categorize trade

secrets

■ Identify crown jewels

Protect Enforce



Best Practices

Identify Protect

■ General principle
■ Restrict access on a

"need to know" basis

Enforce



Best Practices

Identify Protect

■ General principle

■ Enact corporate policies
■ Employee/contractor 

policy

■ prohibit disclosure 

■ cautious in public 

■ IT security policy

■ home office

■ email / WIFI / USB

■ secure servers

■ Publication policy

■ prior review 

■ “Clean desk" policy

Enforce



Best Practices

Identify Protect

■ General principle
■ Enact corporate policies
■ Physical security

■ Access control

and log

■ Security guards

■ ID cards

■ Marking of sensitive

documents

Enforce



Best Practices

Identify Protect

■ General principle
■ Enact corporate policies
■ Physical security
■ IT Security

■ Firewall

■ Encryption

■ Access restriction

■ Website restriction

■ Log traffic of sensitive

information

■ Restrict external access

on firm intranet

Enforce



Best Practices

Identify Protect

■ General principle
■ Enact corporate policies
■ Physical security
■ IT Security
■ Contractual obligations

■ NDA

■ Non-solicitation

covenants

■ Return of sensitive

information at end of

employment or

relationship

■ Contractual penalty

Enforce



Best Practices

Identify Protect

■ General principle
■ Enact corporate policies
■ Physical security
■ IT Security
■ Contractual obligations
■ Training & information

■ Regular training 

■ Raise awareness and 

increase compliance

■ Specialized training for 

groups that are more 

exposed to trade secrets

Enforce



Best Practices

Identify Protect Enforce

■ Documentation
■ Identify access

■ Identify breaches

■ Prove “reasonable

steps”

■ Goal: Both evidentiary

and deterrent effect



Best Practices

Identify Protect Enforce

■ Documentation
■ Enforce corporate policies

■ Ensure rapid response 

capabilities to protect and 

deter 

■ Create response plan

■ Immediately address 

breaches

■ Initiate litigation or other 

corrective measures if 

necessary

■ Report to law 

enforcement



Best Practices

Identify Protect Enforce

■ Documentation
■ Enforce corporate policies
■ Litigation and government

enforcement
■ Different countries, different

remedies

■ Search and seizures

by public prosecutor

■ Interim cease and

desist injunctions

■ (Punitive) damages

■ Imprisonment



• Use of off-server storage
• Establish and implement clear policies re cloud

and USB usage
• Prohibit

• Permit with restrictions

• Employee Certifications
• Employee Disclosure of off-server data storage /

transmission

STEP 01
Update Acceptable Use Policy

Good Data Hygiene



Update Confidential 

Information AgreementSTEP 02

• Upon Demand or Termination
• Forensic Return – not deletion of – data

• Restrict access to confidential information
• Limit to need to know

• Prohibit access to all / segment

• Exit Certification

Specific language and process is important



Account for New 

Hardware and SoftwareSTEP 03

• Track all deployment of new hardware and

software

• Turn on full logging for all devices for 3 to 4

months:
• VPN logs, server access, document / code

repositories, other databases

• Deploy DLP system if available

• Cheap storage available in cloud

You can’t protect what you aren’t aware of



Software Configuration Matters
STEP 04

• Prohibit employees from serving as local admins

on company computers

• Restrict installation of any new software programs

• Restrict access to specified URLs (cloud storage

providers)

• Restrict the ability of company computers to

transfer data to/from attached storage devices

The company – not the employee – should 

control what is placed on company computers



Limit In-Home Access to Company Data 

and Documents Solely to Employee STEP 05

• Acceptable Use Policy Should Address:

• Shared Use of Company Computer:
• Children, Spouses, Partners use of computer for

school, work and personal

• Shared Use of Home Computer

• Prohibit access to confidential data

• Sending to Personal or Partner Accounts To Print

• Handling + Storage of Hard Copy Documents

Data Handling @ Home



Power Down Computer + Secure 

Home WiFiSTEP 06
• Employees tend to leave computers turned on

24 hours a day – creates risk

• Home WiFis tend to have weak passwords + no

encryption

• The Fix: Provide Instruction And Require

Employees to
• Power computer off each evening

• Turn on/update WiFi encryption to WPA2

• Change Home WiFi password to

letter/number/symbol

Data Hackers Prefer To Attack @ Home



Train Employees to Recognize + Report 

Date Theft Danger Signs
STEP 07

• Extreme Slowdown in Function
• “It’s like someone else is using my computer even

when I’m not typing”

• Intruder access

• Planting malware

• Remote control software

• Employee exfiltrating data

• Registering Phantom Key Strokes

Investigate Unusual Reports of Slowdowns



Train + Test Employees on COVID and 

Other Phishing Scam AvoidanceSTEP 08

• “CDC Alerts:” Emails that purport to track new

cases, especially ones that request you click links

• “Health advice” emails that ask employee to open

an attachment for “medical advice”.

• “Work policy” emails that start by naming your

company and list modified COVID, Social

Distancing and Back to Office procedures

SPAM Filters Not Catching COVID Phishing 

E-mails



Train + Test Employees on COVID and 

Other Phishing Scam Avoidance, cont.STEP 08

• Train employees

• Audit and Test Using Fake Scams To See If

Employees Click On Them

• Make Part of Overall Data Theft Prevention

Programs

We Help Companies Fashion Data Theft 

Prevention Programs



Institute High Risk Departure Programs
STEP 09

• Critical for When Remote Employees Exit

• Data Loss Team: HR + IT + Legal

• Critical elements include:
• Immediate accounting for data

• Return and forensic remediation

• Exit Certification

• Preservation of Hard Drives

• Forensic Review for Evidence of Data Theft

• Be Prepared to Seek a TRO or Seizure Order

Prepare Well Before A Remote Employee Says Goodbye



Trade Secrets Possessed by Vendors, 

Suppliers and Other Third PartiesSTEP 10

• Account for and trace who has what data

• Obtain certifications that vendors and suppliers are following

steps 1 - 9

• Evaluate existing contract rights

• Obligation to protect your data? To request changes in

handling?

• Duty to notify of suspected loss/breach?

• Liability for loss/breach?

• Service Level Agreements and audits

• Consider the third-party data that your company possesses

How we can help: Evaluation of contract rights and obligations, 

"freedom to operate" opinions, enforcement where necessary



The Proper Identification of Asserted Trade 
Secrets in Misappropriation Cases 

commentary, see https://thesedonaconference.org/publications.
Asserted Trade Secrets in Misappropriation Cases, published October 2020. For a full copy of the 
Principles and Guidelines from the Sedona Conference Commentary on the Proper Identification of 
Steven M. Kayman



THE PROPER IDENTIFICATION OF ASSERTED TRADE SECRETS IN 
MISAPPROPRIATION CASES PRINCIPLES AT A GLANCE

Principle No. 1: The identification of an asserted trade secret during a lawsuit is not an 
adjudication of the merits and is not a substitute for discovery.

Principle No. 2: The party claiming misappropriation of a trade secret should identify in writing the 
asserted trade secret at an early stage of the case.

Principle No. 3: The party claiming the existence of a trade secret must identify the asserted trade 
secret at a level of particularity that is reasonable under the circumstances.

Principle No. 4: The identification of an asserted trade secret may be amended as the case 
proceeds.

Document no. 
121319979



THE PROPER IDENTIFICATION OF ASSERTED TRADE SECRETS IN 
MISAPPROPRIATION CASES PRINCIPLES AT A GLANCE

Guideline 1: Where the trade secret plaintiff requests preliminary relief, the scope of an 
identification will de- pend on the relief sought.

Guideline 2: Where the plaintiff does not request preliminary relief, the plaintiff should identify an 
asserted trade secret with reasonable particularity by the outset of merits discovery.

Guideline 3: The description of an asserted trade secret in a publicly filed pleading, or other 
publicly filed document, may be general if necessary to avoid destroying the status of information 
asserted to be a trade secret.

Guideline 4: The identification of an asserted trade secret under a protective order or equivalent 
agreement between the parties should be made with sufficient particularity to allow the defendant to 
meaningfully compare an asserted trade secret to information that is generally known or readily 
ascertainable and to permit the parties and the court to understand what information is claimed to 
be a trade secret.



THE PROPER IDENTIFICATION OF ASSERTED TRADE SECRETS IN 
MISAPPROPRIATION CASES PRINCIPLES AT A GLANCE

Guideline 5: While an asserted trade secret should be identified at a level of particularity that is 
reasonable under the circumstances, a defendant should not use this standard as a tool to delay 
litigation by demanding particularity beyond that reasonably necessary for the defendant to develop 
its defenses and for the court to evaluate the claims and defenses.

Guideline 6: The plaintiff should not identify an asserted trade secret exclusively by reference to a 
document or other item, or exclusively by cross-reference to another asserted trade secret, unless 
such document, other item, or cross-reference sets forth the asserted trade secret.

Guideline 7: The plaintiff should verify its identification of an asserted trade secret under oath or 
affirmation.

Guideline 8: If the plaintiff claims that the defendant has taken files or other materials, the court 
may allow motion practice and/or discovery relating to the return or inspection of such files or 
materials prior to requiring identification of an asserted trade secret contained within such files or 
materials.



PROTECTING TRADE SECRETS
DURING LITIGATION

James Pooley

Attorney

james@pooley.com



Basic Laws

• UTSA §5. PRESERVATION OF SECRECY. In an action under this [Act], a court shall preserve the secrecy of an

alleged trade secret by reasonable means, which may include granting protective orders in connection

with discovery proceedings, holding in-camera hearings, sealing the records of the action, and ordering

any person involved in the litigation not to disclose an alleged trade secret without prior court approval.

• DTSA, 19 USC §1835(a) Orders to preserve confidentiality. In any prosecution or other proceeding under

this chapter, the court shall enter such orders and take such other action as may be necessary and

appropriate to preserve the confidentiality of trade secrets . . . .

• Trade secret interest can overcome presumption of public access to court proceedings. Apple Inc v. Psystar

Corp., 658 F.3d 1150, 1162 (9th Cir. 2011)



Discovery Orders

• “Umbrella” or “blanket” protective orders issued pursuant to FRCP 26 or analogous state

procedural law facilitate discovery by allowing wholesale exchange of records without analysis

of individual documents in the first instance

• Form protective orders are used in many jurisdictions

• Orders typically stipulated but if contested will focus on substantial nature of trade secret

information: See Joint Stock Society v. UDV North America, Inc., 104 F. Supp.2d 390 (D. Del.

2000) (material that is merely “embarrassing” does not qualify)



Access Controls 

• Parties: access to extremely sensitive information may be limited to attorneys. BEC Capital, LLC v.

Bistrovic, 112 N.Y.S.3d 127 (2019) (source code).

• Inside counsel: depends on whether risk of inadvertent disclosure is high. See Brown Bag Software v.

Symantec Corp., 960 F.2d 1465, 1471 (9th Cir. 1992).  Patent counsel: form orders often include a

“prosecution bar” preventing patent counsel with litigation access doing patent prosecution for a period of

time. See In re Deutsche Bank Trust Co. Americas, 605 F.3d 1373, 1378-1381 (Fed. Cir. 2010).



Sealing Records and Trial 

• Exchange of discovery materials does not implicate public interest; but when merits are at stake, e.g.

summary judgment, court records should remain open, subject to redaction to protect trade secrets

• State statutes and rules on sealing vary and must be scrupulously followed

• Trial: exhibits and testimony must be designated; closure of courtroom limited; jury and court personnel

admonished.



Q&A

You may use the Chat function to ask questions, or email questions to 

litigation@straffordpub.com

CLE CODE: TXHNSB



Tell us how we did!

Look for our 'Thank You' email 

(which you should receive within 

24 hours) for details and a link 

to the program survey and 

attendance attestation.
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over 750 advanced live CLE webinars each year
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Simply respond to the email you will receive after the program and we will
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